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ABSTRACT— In the latest accident, missing Malaysian aero plane (which went missing on the oceans) can’t be 

spotted by the satellites yet. This shows the lack in the technology of spotting the objects and marking the debris 

from the satellite images. The remote sensography techniques are always efficient in making the detection of 

such objects quite efficient. There are a number of objects, which kept floating in the oceans, for example, 

containers dropped from ships, garbage dropped by ships, objects dragged to the oceans by natural hazards like 

tsunami, twister, etc. The image segmentation can be combined with the object based and pixel based approaches 

in order to create a new hybrid approach to spot and analyze the objects floating in the oceans using the high 

quality satellite images. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This paper will review some of the state of the art technologies available (as well as their costs), describe how the 

underlying technology works, and explain how the systems can be implemented. Object detection is the technique of 

detection of the object type is sub-type of automatic computer vision. The oceanography is the largely growing 

research area for the detection and localization of the objects in the satellite imagery.  

 

 
Figure 1: The semi-urban area’s satellite camera modules for surveillance in versatile domains 

 

The oceans cover nearly 70% of the total area of the earth, which makes it very wider space and offer the largest 

way to the transportation. Many ships or boats sink every decade, and it becomes very difficult to detect and rescue 

those sinking vessels. Also, the example of Malaysian aero-plane went missing in the ocean can’t be denied and 
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produces the requirement of detection of such objects. The ocean imaging is done by the satellites and falls under 

the SAR or aerial imaging category. In this paper, the innovative method for the detection and recognition of the 

various types of objects in oceanographic imagery has been proposed, which evaluates the geographic, color and 

texture properties for the pattern visualization of the given objects.  

 

 
Figure 2: The detection and marking of the geographic regions with intelligent algorithm 

 

The proposed system can be used to find any physical object whose color pattern and shape can be specified 

(known). Proposed system will be produce accurate results than any existing object detection algorithm.  

 

 
Figure 3: The example of ship and small oceanic object detection 

 

The proposed model involves the historical data stored under the training data module for the recognition and 

localization of the desired objects in the wider oceanic space. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
Yasen Zhang et. al. (2014)  haspresented a new technique to detect inshore ships using shape and context 

information. In this paper, the energy based function has been utilized to produce the robust and flexible contour like 

structure for the segmentation of the objects in the given image, which further undergoes the deep learning for the 
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recognition of the useful objects to extract the useful information. In the segmented objects, the shape-based, 

texture-based and other types of analytical modules are applied for the detection of the vessels and ship heads. Also 

the size of the detected object is determined in the overall covered area as well as its width and length. The 

contextual information has been utilized for the classification of the target objects. 

Thomas H et. al. (2012) has worked towards the N-hard problem for the detection of debris in the ocean images. 
This model is made capable of detection of the low profile and smaller sizes debris items in oceanographic imagery. 

This scheme is applicable upon the satellite radar imagery data, remote sensing image database and other 

multispectral imagery collected from the high resolution images. The multi-layered analysis has been performed 

over the image data for the finalization of the area with the floating debris. 

Shivani Agarwal et. al. (2013) has studied the possibility of the multispectral analysis for the geographic and 

biodiversity for the estimation of the various dense and sparse green areas in the city of Bangalore, India. The pixel 

density based estimation is utilized for the formation of the connected components to estimate the green belt regions 

in the urban imagery collected from the various types of imagery datasets. The colour based features plays the 

important in detection and localization of the areas under the green belt to estimate the overall volume of the green 

areas in the given segment of the urban area. 

Nagendra, Harini et. al (2008) has worked on the estimation and assessment of the biodiversity among the developed 

area (i.e. urban and semi-urban areas), which has been aimed to the monitoring of the green belt area. This model is 
particularly designed for the monitoring of the reduction of the green belt areas in the target areas, which helps to 

reduce or optimize the activities destroying the green belt areas. 

Peter Hofmann et. al(2004) – presents that Remote sensing from airborne and space borne platforms provides 

valuable data for mapping, environmental monitoring, disaster management and civil and military intelligence. 

 

FINDINGS OF LITERATURE REVIEW 
The existing models have been deeply analyzed for the advantages and disadvantages related to their methodology 

and functionality. The existing models have been studied for the functional limitations and their possible 

improvements. In the following steps, the limitations can be explained in detail: 

1. The existing model is based upon the vehicular detection methods using the probabilistic neural network. 

The accuracy of the existing model has been recorded lower nearly at 61.75% measured by similarity and 

69.38% measured by F1-Measure error. The accuracy of the system can be improved using the deep neural 

network along with the feature compression for the faster processing. 
2. The block estimation procedure along with neural network makes the whole process slower, because of the 

slider window fashion based object detection and classification. The speed of the system can be improved 

by using the block feature compression method using the ship or oceanic object shape specific localized 

feature descriptor for optimization of the elapsed time. 

3. The existing model is capable of ship detection only and does not offer any of the mechanism for ship 

detection and classification. The exiting model does not perform any kind of ship classification. The system 

does not create the ship or other object based analytical framework for the object detection, classification 

and time based analytical study. 

 

 

METHODOLOGY 
This research project being with the incorporation of the detailed literature review on the various techniques 

associated with the object detection in the oceanic imagery collected from aerial and SAR image sources. Then, a 

close object analysis mechanism would be conjointly studied to fulfil the necessities for object morphology analysis 

within the debris and object detection and shape and texture analysis method workflow. The simulation would be 

enforced exploitation MATLAB equipped with image process toolbox. The obtained results would be examined and 

compared with the prevailing object detection mechanisms for oceans to handle the similar problems. The objects 

from the satellite image data will be analyzed by using the numerous technologies like component or object based 

approaches to observe the objects floating within the oceans. While detecting the objects in the given image data, 

there's a certain demand of prime quality object analysis to spot if analyzed objects will be classified as ships, boats, 
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etc. There are plenty of object floating within the oceans, as an example, containers dropped accidently from ships, 

garbage dropped by people or by ships, objects dragged to the oceans by natural hazards like tsunami, twister, etc. 

The colour and texture based approaches are often combined to make a replacement hybrid approach to identify and 

analyze the objects floating within the oceans utilization the prime quality satellite or aerial image data for oceans. 

 

CONCLUSION 
In the latest accident, missing Malaysian Aero-plane (which went missing on the oceans) could not be spotted by the 
satellites yet. This shows the lack in the technology of spotting the objects and marking the debris from the satellite 

images. In the existing solutions, the neural network has been used for the vehicle detection in the high and low-bit 

rate satellite or aerial imagery. The existing method is based upon the local binary pattern (LBP) feature descriptor, 

which is used to specify the textural properties of the object. The LBP feature descriptor is a binary feature 

descriptor, which converts the object visuals into the binary matrix, which is further utilized by the classification 

algorithm to produce the decision logic. The support vector machine (SVM) based classification model has been 

utilized in the existing scheme over the LBP features. The existing model has been recorded with lower levels of 

precision parameters due to the high rate of false positive cases. The overall accuracy of the existing system is 

reduced due to the high false positive rate (FPR). The LBP feature descriptor does return the eligible features for 

every input object, which diminishes the object details while converted to binary. The feature description must be 

improved in order to improve the overall accuracy of the system. 
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